SEW Region Magazine
The Magazine was conceived to show the world that embroiderers are not fuddy-duddy
little old ladies stitching tray cloths. We have an enjoyment of all forms of stitch and
textiles in common, but we each have other interests in our lives. The magazine is
written by the Members of the South East West Region and although it is open for anyone
to read as it is published on the web, it is written with it's member's interests in mind.
To give the magazine interest, articles may, from time to time, be commissioned from
outside the region .
The magazine is not designed to be a resume of what has occurred around the branches
nor should only committee members be expected to contribute. Credits are given to the
people submitting the entry not their position or branch. Submissions are restricted to
members of the Embroiderers' Guild in the South East West Region although exceptions
can be made. The tone of the magazine should be chatty, informative, inspirational or/
and amusing without being controversial, derogatory or preaching. It should also be
colourful and full of interest and need not only be about stitch.
Chose a subject that interests you, something that caught your eye, something that
amused you or something that inspired you. If possible accompany it with photographs.
Let us know who took the photos as they also deserve a credit (they don't need to be a
member of the Guild). It does not necessarily need to be your own work but give the
author the credit, if known. Also take care about copyright, especially if you are using
information from the web.
When writing consider that you are not writing a report or newsletter, write as if you
were writing to or speaking to a friend or relation. Please do not write in the third party.
The article should preferably be written in a text format, so save as a txt or doc before
sending. Please send photos as large as possible, they can be made smaller but
increasing them can only make them blurry. Modern email can cope with large photos.
Please send them separately, you can add where you would like the photo to go but
don't put them within your writing.... .and don't embed them, if you put, Photo1 in
brackets that will be sufficient. We will try to conform with your instructions but due to
publishing restraints this is not always possible.
The Editors decision on the contents of the magazine is final. The editor only compiles
the magazine and does not write or research it, all this comes from the members. The
Magazine states that all articles and photographs used in this magazine are the copyright
of their authors, the content is for private viewing only and must not be reproduced in
part or full for commercial gain in any form, however we are unable to enforce this on
your behalf.
The Magazine can not accept accept liability for errors and omissions. It is the
responsibility of the contributors to take reasonable care not to breach other's
copyright, and to ensure that all making instructions do not breach the Health & Safety
Regulations.
Send the article preferably by email to sewregion@hotmail.co.uk or to me at
an.ro@btinternet.com or if you prefer by post to 102 Hillberry, Birch Hill, Bracknell RG12
7zy
By 1st November and 1st May – the magazine is published on 1st December & 1st June
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